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JBL Go2

What’s in the box

Buttons



Connections

Bluetooth®

Bluetooth connection

Music control

Speakerphone



LED indication

Warning

JBL GO 2 is IPX7 waterproof

IMPORTANT: To ensure that the JBL GO 2 is waterproof, please remove all cable connections and tightly close
the cap; exposing the JBL GO 2 to liquids without doing so may result in permanent damage to the speaker. And
do not expose JBL GO 2 to water while charging, as doing so may result in permanent damage to the speaker or
power source.

IPX7 waterproof is defined as the speaker can be immersed in water up to 1m for up to 30 minutes.

Specifications

Bluetooth version: 4.1

Bluetooth Profile: A2DP v1.2 AVRCP v1.5 HFP v1.6, HSP v1.2

Transducer: 1 x 40mm

Rated power: 3W

Frequency response: 180Hz – 20kHz

Signal-to-noise ratio: 80dB

Battery type: Lithium-ion polymer (3.7V, 730mAh)

Battery charge time: 2.5Hours

Music playing time: up to 5 hours (varies by volume level and audio content)

Bluetooth transmitter power: 0~4dBm

Bluetooth transmitter frequency range: 2402~2480MHz

Bluetooth transmitter modulation: GFSK/DQPSK/8DPSK

Dimensions: 71.2 x 86.0 x 31.6 (mm)

Weight: 130g



The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of
such marks by HARMAN International Industries, Incorporated is under license. Other trademarks and trade
names are those of their respective owners.
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FAQ’S

Is JBL Go 2 loud enough?

The JBL GO 2 is an ultra-compact speaker that’s waterproof and can really take a beating. While its small size
limits its audio performance potential, it can get surprisingly loud and has a handy speakerphone that help make it
one of the most well-rounded ultra-compact speakers on the market.

Does JBL Go 2 have good bass?

As far tiny speakers go, sound quality is relatively good. I compared it to the original Go and the Go 2 plays a little
louder with more bass. Even so, as you might expect, this speaker overall is short on bass and won’t exactly rock
a room, even a small one.

Can JBL Go 2 go underwater?

The IPX7 waterproof housing makes GO 2 perfect for worry-free listening by the beach or poolside, or even in it.

Can JBL Go 2 be used for calls?

Yes, it has its own mic near the charger port so it’s perfect for calls!. No need for an app, you can simply connect
our JBL Go 2 via Bluetooth. A: You can get up to 5 hours of music play time but will depend on your volume level
and audio content.

Can you use JBL go 2 while charging?

Yes. JBL Go 2 can be used while charging. This will not affect the battery since it is lithium-ion and it has a PCM
circuit. The speaker will automatically switch to trickle charging when the battery is full.

How do you know if JBL Go 2 is low battery?

How do I check the battery level of My JBL Go 2? Simply look at the LED indicator on the front of the speaker. If it
is blinking in red, then it means that the battery is low and requires charging.

Why does my JBL go 2 have a red light?

The JBL Go red light problem occurs when you charge the speaker or remove it from the charger, especially when
you charge it using a wall plug. In this case, the speaker does not work and does not respond to anything only the
indicator LED lights in red.

How many watts is the JBL Go 2?

3 Watt.

What is the difference between JBL GO 2 and JBL GO?

The main difference is that GO 2 has a built-in battery so you can take it anywhere, and it has a built-in
microphone for hands-free calling.

https://fccid.io/APIJBLGO2H/Users-Manual/User-manual-3636527.pdf%20


Can I use my own headphones with JBL GO 2?

Yes. You can listen to your own headphones using the 3.5mm stereo mini jack on the side of the speaker.

How do I turn on or off JBL GO 2?

Press the power button on top of the speaker to turn it on or off. If you press and hold the power button for more
than 3 seconds, you will put your speaker into pairing mode.

How do I adjust the volume?

You can adjust the volume by pressing + or – buttons on top of the speaker or by using your device’s volume
control. If you press and hold + or – buttons for more than 1 second, you will fast forward or rewind your music
track.
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